
----- List of Candidates for ICVA Board Elections  - YFCA 

Yemen Family Care Association (YFCA), Yemen 
Mr. Nabil Abdullah 
 
Organisation Profile  
 
YFCA is a leading, Independent and neutral non- governmental organization that works to promote 
equitable and sustainable development, humanitarian response, and other relevant interventions for a 
better life and wellbeing of Yemeni communities and individuals. Since its establishment in 1976, YFCA has 
managed to emerge as major support for vulnerable group and work closely with the government, UN 
agencies, national and international NGOs partners, urban and rural Yemeni communities who share 
mutual missions in responding to the emerging humanitarian needs from the crisis and life-saving 
emergency needs through creating a viable framework, employing new tools and developing existing ones, 
complementing the efforts of the other actors, and committing to extend fruitful partnership models that 
enhances the impact on the genuine ground to the core humanitarian principles and standards.  
 
Nominee Information  
Mr. Nabil Abdullah   Video presentation 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Gender: Male 
Job title: CEO 
 
Mr Nabil Abdullah is currently holding the position of CEO for the Yemen Family Care Association (YFCA).  
 
He has 15 years of experience working with local, international non-governmental organizations, thinktanks 
and brain trusts, in the fields of humanitarian project management and development. Partnerships and 
Communications, Monitoring and Evaluation and humanitarian program management in both national and 
international roles.  
 
He holds a master’s degree in international development studies from IMD, Lausanne, Switzerland and 
another master in English language studies from Sana’a University, Yemen.  
 
The contribution to ICVA’s mission and strategy will cornerstone on fostering the paradigm shift of ICVA 
and work on the desired transformative agenda.  
 
Please indicate whether, if elected as a member of the Board, you would be willing to stand for 
election for  

• Chair – YES  
 

If yes, what qualities would you bring to the position of Chair?  
 
I’ll bring strong leadership to the position with active engagement to global humanitarian actions and 
development agenda. I’ll push forward the transformative agenda of localization (national leadership of 
humanitarian action) and humanitarian-development nexus.  

https://youtu.be/9QTqTJM5QQo

